
ICD-10 Diagnosis Codes

OVA1® coverage is defined by current Novitas LCD L35396, Biomarkers for Oncology. The 
OVA1® assay is covered according to the FDA label and reported using CPT code 81503. 
However, no procedure to diagnosis code pairing are presently published in LCD L35396 for 
CPT code 81503.

FDA labeling states that the test is not intended for ovarian cancer diagnosis, thus neoplasm 
diagnosis codes are not appropriate. However, ICD-10 codes indicative of the signs and 
symptoms or diagnosed presence of a pelvic mass would be expected to be covered as well 
as abnormal findings from imaging studies or cancer marker tests.

Commonly Associated with the OVA1® plus Assay*

Cystic growths
N83.00 Follicular cyst of ovary, unspecified site
N83.10 Corpus luteum cyst, unspecified site
N83.209 Unspecified ovarian cysts, unspecified site
N83.201 Unspecified ovarian cyst, right side
N83.202 Unspecified ovarian cyst, left side

Pelvic/ovarian mass

N84.0 Polyp of corpus uteri
N84.8 Polyp of other parts of female genital tract
N84.9 Polyp of female genital tract, unspecified

Polyps

R19.00 Intra-abdominal and pelvic swelling, mass and lump, unspecified site
R19.03 Right lower quadrant abdominal swelling, mass and lump
R19.04 Left lower quadrant abdominal swelling, mass and lump
R19.05 Periumbilical swelling, mass and lump
R19.07 Generalized intra-abdominal and pelvic swelling, mass and lump
R19.09 Other intra-abdominal and pelvic swelling, mass and lump

Abdominal and pelvic mass

R10.0 Acute abdominal pain
R10.2 Pelvic and perineal pain
R10.30 Lower abdominal pain, unspecified
R10.31 Right lower quadrant abdominal pain
R10.32 Left lower quadrant abdominal pain
R10.33 Periumbilical pain
R10.813 Right lower quadrant abdominal tenderness
R10.814 Left lower quadrant abdominal tenderness
R10.815 Periumbilical tenderness
R10.817 Generalized abdominal tenderness
R10.819 Abdominal tenderness, unspecified site

Abdominal pain and tenderness

R93.5 Abnormal findings on diagnostic imaging of     
          other abdominal regions, including retro
          peritoneum

Abnormal imaging results
R97.0 Elevated carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
R97.1 Elevated cancer antigen 125 (CA 125)

Abnormal cancer marker results

*This is provided for informational purposes and is not a guarantee of coverage.  It is the provider’s  
responsibility to determine appropriate codes.
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